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The Adventures of Sir Roderick, The Not-Very-Brave*

Brilliant

James O'Loghlin

Roddy Doyle

In a land where peace is threatened by assassins, invading
armies and unhappy peasants, one knight must be brave
enough to protect the kingdom. But Roderick doesn't want
to be that knight! When Queen Emily sends her knights on a
grand quest, Sir Roderick wants to stay behind. Reluctantly,
he ventures forth beyond the Forest of Gilderang (filled with
fearsome creatures) to the Circle of Mountains, home to
giant cockroaches. En route, he meets an invisible girl, a
talking bear and the most famous sorcerer in the land.
When war threatens, Roderick must choose between a
chance for glory and doing what's right. One of the funniest
adventures you'll read this year.

Pan Australia • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781742614038

$16.99

When Uncle Ben's Dublin business fails, it's clear to
Gloria and Raymond that something is wrong. He just
isn't his usual cheerful self. So when the children
overhear their granny saying that the Black Dog has
settled on Ben's back and he won't be OK until it's gone,
they decide they're going to get rid of it. Gathering all
their courage the children set out on a midnight quest to
hunt down the Black Dog and chase it away. But they
aren't the only kids on the mission. Loads of other
children are searching for it too, because the Black Dog
is hounding lots of Dublin's adults. Together - and with
the help of magical animals, birds and rodents - the
children manage to corner the Black Dog . . . but will they
have the courage and cleverness to destroy the
frightening creature?

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781447248804

Sugarlump and the Unicorn

Cuckoo Song

Julia Donaldson

Frances Hardinge

When Sugarlump the rocking horse wishes to see the world,
a magical unicorn with a silver horn and sparkling blue eyes
turns him into a real horse. But after trotting around the
farm, galloping around a racetrack and even dancing at the
circus, Sugarlump learns to be careful what he wishes for
and realises how much he misses the children he left
behind. Luckily the unicorn has one more wish to grant . . .
The sixth title from this #1 bestselling, chart-busting team is
bursting with Julia Donaldson's rhythmic, lyrical verse and
Lydia Monks's bright, beautiful illustrations. There's glitter
on every page too!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781447240198

$14.99

When Triss wakes up after an accident, she knows that
something is very wrong. She is insatiably hungry; her
sister seems scared of her and her parents whisper
behind closed doors. She looks through her diary to try to
remember, but the pages have been ripped out.Soon
Triss discovers that what happened to her is more
strange and terrible than she could ever have imagined,
and that she is quite literally not herself. In a quest find
the truth she must travel into the terrifying Underbelly of
the city to meet a twisted architect who has dark designs
on her family - before it's too late . . .

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780330519731

Stormbringer: A Weather Witch Novel

Jinx's Magic

Shannon Delany

Sage Blackwood

In the intrigue-filled follow up to Weather Witch, Jordan
Astraea, once a young Philadelphia lady of good social
standing, is now in the final stages of her brutal training to
become a Conductor - the Weather Witch who serves as a
living battery to keep the massive airliner Artemesia aloft.
Meanwhile, Rowen, determined to rescue her after losing
his only other true friend and being wanted for murder, has
found himself forced aboard a much different air vessel, this
one manned by a dangerous crew and carrying a cargo so
treasonous, that, if finding its destination, will herald a storm
of revolution for the still young United States.

Griffin • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250018656

$14.99

$19.99

$14.99

Jinx can do brilliant magic and he is becoming better than
his wizard master, Simon. But someone or something is
slowly killing the deep forest that Jinx loves, and
destroying his people as well. It's up to Jinx to save them,
but he is still struggling to understand his gifts, and his
powers come from the very forest that is being destroyed.
Before long, Jinx realizes that the terrifying Bonemaster,
with his equally brilliant magic, is involved. When the
Bonemaster captures Simon, Jinx sets off on an
adventure through the forest to protect all he holds dear,
and to try to hold on to his own precious magic.

Quercus • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781848662735

$16.99

Gruffalo and Friends (CD box set), The
Julia Donaldson

Archimede Fusillo

Go 'Grrrr...' with the Gruffalo, sing along with the Smartest
Giant, and help Monkey search for his mum! This box set
includes six bestselling titles on CD, each featuring the
classic story and the song! Performed by many well-loved
actors including Imelda Staunton, Josie Lawrence and the
author herself - Julia Donaldson.

Macmillan Children's Books • CD • Picture Books

9781405054119

Dead Dog in the Still of the Night

$39.99

In the garage at the back of the family home sits Primo's
father's pride and joy; a red Fiat 500 Classic. Bambino. It
waits amongst the dust motes for Primo's father to
recover, to come out of his paranoia and delusions. It
waits and teases, like nothing else can - least of all the
demands of everyday life, for things to return to normal.
And that isn't going to happen any time soon...

Ford Street Publishing • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781925000344

$18.95

Jamie Brown is NOT Rich

I Wish My Mum Was An Octopus

Adam Wallace

Shona Revie Keenan and Lee Burgemeestre

Jamie Brown and his family have no money. None. Zip.
Zilch. Zero. Nada. Nix. Nachos. Then, when a letter from
the mysterious Barnaby Von Barnabus arrives, everything
changes. The question is ... can the Browns handle their
newfound fortune? Only time, and maybe the words in this
book, will tell.

Ford Street Publishing • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781925000368

$17.95

My Mummy Says

9781925000375

$22.95

Justine Smith

The first title in a new series about special relationships in
the lives of little children, My Mummy Says features two
mummies, a baby boy and a little girl. Beautifully
illustrated, warm and humorous in tone, the simple story is
about a chance encounter, making new friends and the
very special relationship that exists between mummies
and their children. A soft and gentle take on family life and
relationships that perfectly captures the humour and
impulsive nature of family life, and those people who hold
a special place in the lives of every child.

Campbell Books • Picture Storybooks

$9.99

Splat! Little Cow

The second title in a new series about special
relationships in the lives of little children, My Daddy Says
features the partners of the two mummies we first meet in
My Mummy Says and their children. Beautifully
illustrated, warm and humorous in tone, the simple story is
about two daddies and their children; friends who meet
regularly in the park to chat and play until it's nearly dark,
and is about the very special relationship that exists
between children and their daddies. A soft and gentle take
on family life and relationships that perfectly captures the
humour and impulsive nature of family life, and those
people who hold a special place in the lives of every child.

Campbell Books • Picture Books

9781447261216

$9.99

Bump! Little Owl

Jo Lodge

Jo Lodge

Follow Little Cow around the farm, and watch her as she
swishes her tail, chews the grass and . . . splat! Sweet and
funny, Splat! is stuffed full of brilliant interactive pull tabs
and pops. Guaranteed to delight small children
everywhere!

Campbell Books • HB • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

9781447250562

Ford Street Publishing • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

My Daddy Says

Justine Smith

9781447260974

Shona Keenan's son Lachlan at age four said exactly how
she felt - there was not enough of her to go around. What
amazed her was that he gave the tentacles to the phone,
kitchen, laundry, work, siblings etc, first. And tentacle eight
just wanted he and her to be together. This Book explains
why we may not be with our children as much as we may
wish, but also provides some humour into the extremely
busy life of a mother. From one child to another. From one
mother to another.

$9.99

Follow Little Owl as he takes his first wobbly steps,
spreads his wings and learns to fly . . . but it might be
harder than it looks - bump! Sweet and funny, Bump! is
stuffed full of brilliant interactive pull tabs and pops.
Guaranteed to delight small children everywhere!

Campbell Books • HB • Pop-Up & Lift-The-Flap Books

9781447250555

$9.99

Breaking Point
Kristen Simmons
After faking their deaths to escape from prison, Ember Miller and Chase Jennings have
only one goal: to lay low until the Federal Bureau of Reformation forgets they ever existed.
Near-celebrities now for the increasingly sensationalized tales of their struggles with the
government, Ember and Chase are recognized and taken in by the Resistance-an
underground organization working to systematically take down the government. At
headquarters, all eyes are on the sniper, an anonymous assassin taking out FBR soldiers
one by one. Rumors are flying about the sniper's true identity, and Ember and Chase
welcome the diversion... Until the government posts its most-wanted list, and their number
one suspect is Ember herself.

Tor Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780 76532962 2

$14.99

Poems from the First World War
Gaby Morgan
Poems from the First World War is a moving and powerful collection of poems written by
soldiers, nurses, mothers, sweethearts and family and friends who experienced WWI from
different standpoints. It records the early excitement and patriotism, the bravery, friendship
and loyalty of the soldiers, and the heartbreak, disillusionment and regret as the war went
on to damage a generation. It includes poems from Wilfred Owen, Rupert Brooke, Vera
Brittain, Eleanor Farjeon, Edward Thomas, Laurence Binyon, John McCrae, Siegfried
Sassoon and many more. The Imperial War Museum was founded in 1917 to collect and
display material relating to the 'Great War', which was still being fought.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Poetry (Children's / Teenage)

9781 44724864 4

$9.99

Tremendous Tractors: Amazing Machines
Tony Mitton
From aeroplanes to fire engines, the internationally bestselling Amazing Machines series
is the perfect way for preschoolers to learn about all sorts of different machines and things
that go! Every book introduces a new vehicle and features a zippy rhyming text, bright,
colourful artwork, and the same friendly animal characters each time. There's even a
helpful picture glossary at the end to recap any new words and technical terms.
Tremendous Tractors follows the animal crew as they become farmers. Climb on board
to discover all the different jobs tractors can do around the farm. Every page is full of the
kind of detail that machine-mad toddlers love: ploughs, sturdy combine harvesters, trailers,
balers and so much more!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781 44725074 6

$12.99

Amazing Aeroplanes
Tony Mitton
From aeroplanes to fire engines, the internationally bestselling Amazing Machines series
is the perfect way for preschoolers to learn about all sorts of different machines and things
that go! Every book introduces a new vehicle and features a zippy rhyming text, bright,
colourful artwork, and the same friendly animal characters each time. There's even a
helpful picture glossary at the end to recap any new words and technical terms. Amazing
Aeroplanes follows the animal crew as they became pilots, baggage handlers and
stewards. Buckle up and take off to learn all about flying. Each page is filled with the kind
of detail that machine-mad toddlers love: check in desks, the control tower, the landing
gear and more! Perfect to take with you to the airport and to read on your toddler's first
plane journey.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781 44725071 5

$12.99

Smile, Pout-Pout Fish
Deborah Diesen
A mini-adventure to introduce the youngest guppies to the popular Pout-Pout Fish. No
need to be worried! No need to be sad! Toddlers will love swimming along with the PoutPout Fish as he turns little frowns into big smiles. With just one line of text per page, this
simple, twelve-page board book will send Debbie Diesen and Dan Hanna's much loved
Pout-Pout Fish flippering and swishing into the hearts and minds of very young children.

Farrar Straus Giroux • Picture Books

9780 37437084 8

$12.99

Goldilocks and the Three Bears: Les Petits Fairytales
Trixie Belle and Melissa Caruso-Scott
Discover the magic of Goldilocks and the Three Bears in this petite edition of the classic
fairytale, created especially for little readers with just a handful of words and bright,
enchanting illustrations.

Henry Holt • Picture Books

9780 80509912 6

$9.99

Geronimo Stilton Boxed Set Vol. #10-12
Geronimo Stilton
Three time-travelling books in one famouse boxed set! Moldy Mozzarella! Geronimo Stilton
is the Editor-In-Chief of the Rodent's Gazette, the most famouse newspaper on Mouse
Island. In this series of time-traveling adventures, Geronimo's archenemies, the Pirate
Cats, have figured out a way to go back in time and change history for their own benefit.
Geronimo and his friends must stop them before they change the world as we know it!

Papercutz • HB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781 59707497 1

$34.99

How Can a Pigeon Be a War Hero?
Tracey Turner
Why did the First World War start? Who was fighting who? Did soldiers still fight with
swords? Had aeroplanes been invented yet? What was it like to be inside the first tank
sent to war? How could a shaving brush help you escape being captured? Did animals
fight in the war? How can a pigeon be a war hero? What was the Women's Land Army?
Why did it go on so long? How did it end? Find out the answers to these and a lot of other
exciting questions in this brilliantly informative book which will tell you everything you ever
needed to know about World War I.The Imperial War Museum was founded in 1917 to
collect and display material relating to the 'Great War', which was still being fought.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • History & the past: general interest (Children's / Teenage)

978 14472261 92

$9.99

Flashing Fire Engines: Amazing Machines
Tony Mitton
From aeroplanes to fire engines, the internationally bestselling Amazing Machines series
is the perfect way for preschoolers to learn about all sorts of different machines and things
that go! Every book introduces a new vehicle and features a zippy rhyming text, bright,
colourful artwork, and the same friendly animal characters each time. There's even a
helpful picture glossary at the end to recap any new words and technical terms. Flashing
Fire Engines follows the animal crew as they become fire fighters. Climb on board the fire
truck, ride along and learn how to put out fires and save the day! Every page is full of the
kind of detail that machine-mad toddlers love: the fireman's pole, the siren, the long ladder
and much more!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

978 14472507 39

$12.99

Terrific Trains: Amazing Machines
Tony Mitton
From aeroplanes to fire engines, the internationally bestselling Amazing Machines series
is the perfect way for preschoolers to learn about all sorts of different machines and things
that go! Every book introduces a new vehicle and features a zippy rhyming text, bright,
colourful artwork, and the same friendly animal characters each time. There's even a
helpful picture glossary at the end to help recap any new words and technical terms.
Terrific Trains follows the animal crew as they get to grips with railways. Climb on board
and whizz down the track to discover different kinds of trains, the things they do and how
rail travel works. Every page is full of the detail that machine-mad toddlers love: diesel,
steam and electric engines, points on the track, the signals and so much more!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

978 14472507 53

$12.99

The Pout-Pout Fish
Deborah Diesen
Swim along with the pout-pout fish as he discovers that being glum and spreading "dreary
wearies" isn't really his destiny. Bright ocean colors and playful rhyme come together in
Deborah Diesen's fun fish story that's sure to turn even the poutiest of frowns upside down.

Farrar Straus Giroux • Picture Books

978 03743609 79

$12.99

Cool Creations in 35 Pieces
Sean Kenney
Creativity knows no bounds! LEGO artist Sean Kenney reuses the same thirty-five LEGO
bricks to create a variety of images in all categories: vehicles, spaceships, home
accessories, animals, nature, robots, and many other subjects. This new LEGO offering is
sure to spark imagination and encourage kids to think outside the box, which is the
message that Sean strongly promotes about creativity, imagination, and building with
LEGO.

Henry Holt • HB • Hobbies, quizzes & games (Children's / Teenage)

978 08050969 27

$16.99

Little Red Riding Hood: Les Petits Fairytales
Trixie Belle and Melissa Caruso-Scott
Discover the magic of Little Red Riding Hood in this petite edition of the classic fairytale,
created especially for little readers with just a handful of words and bright, enchanting
illustrations.

Henry Holt • Picture Books

978 08050990 58

$9.99

Garfield and Co. Boxed Set Vol #5-8
Jim Davis
Four furry books in one boxed set! Everyone's favorite flabby tabby comes to Papercutz in
this series of stories from the hit Cartoon Network TV show. Jon, Odie, Nermal, Arlene the gang's all here in this collection of wacky stories from the minds of legendary comics
creators Jim Davis and Mark Evanier.

Papercutz • HB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

978 15970749 57

$34.99

Dinosaurs #1: In the Beginning

Fun at Playtime

Arnaud Plumeri and Bloz

Schoolies Storybooks

Think you know everything there is to know about dinosaurs? Think again! In this brand
new series, kid dinos show us what their lives were like in short, funny, teeth-gnashing
bursts of prehistoric mayhem. Dinosaurs is your guided tour through the rough-andtumble world of the mightiest beasts to ever walk the earth!

Papercutz • HB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781 59707490 2

$14.99

The Talent Show
Schoolies Storybooks
Two additions to the Schoolies Storybooks range, exploring children's first experiences
through the eyes of the Schoolies. Every Schoolie has something they're good at, whether
it's playing the piano, singing or rollerskating. They all practise hard for the Angler Primary
talent show, but will everything be alright on the night?

Priddy Books • PB • Picture Books

9781 78341017 0

$3.99

Touch & Feel Buggy Buddies: Farm
Jo Lodge
A first touch-and-feel book for little ones on the move! Meet all the animals on the farm and
have fun stroking woolly lamb and fluffy duckling!

Campbell Books • HB • Baby Books

9781 44726800 0

$9.99

My First Buggy Buddy: Noises
Jo Moon
A soft book with a handy strap! Cute, cuddly and with crinkly pages to touch and feel! This
first cloth book has a soft strap making it easy to attach to a cot or buggy but soft enough
to give to your baby. Bright, bold images and simple learning concepts make this an ideal
first book.

An addition to the Schoolies Storybooks range, exploring children's first experiences
through the eyes of the Schoolies. Sid and Suzy Snail always do the same thing every
playtime. But one day, they decide to change, and find out how much fun it is to try
something new!

Priddy Books • PB • Picture Books

978 17834101 87

$3.99

Coral Reef
Smart Kids
Children can dive into the oceans to discover shimmering shoals of fish, colourful corals,
deadly reef predators and more in this new Smart Kids book. Packed with incredible facts,
and featuring amazing underwater photography. Ideal introduction to the bustling
underwater world of the coral reef.

Priddy Books • HB • Natural history (Children’s/Teenage)

978 17834100 64

$9.99

Touch & Feel Buggy Buddies: Pets
Jo Lodge
A first touch-and-feel book for little ones on the move! It's time to meet the animals and
have fun stroking cat's fur and bunny's tail!

Campbell Books • HB • Baby Books

978 14472680 17

$9.99

My First Buggy Buddy: Patterns
Jo Moon
A soft book with a handy strap! Cute, cuddly and with crinkly pages to touch and feel! This
first cloth book has a soft strap making it easy to attach to a cot or buggy but soft enough
to give to your baby. Bright, bold images and simple learning concepts make this an ideal
first book.

Campbell Books • Baby Books

Campbell Books • Baby Books

9781 44726768 3

978 14472678 36

$9.99

Rattle Buggy Buddies: Noisy Home
Ana Martin Larranaga
This noisy little book will delight all babies in their buggies. The gorgeous rattle tummy on
the cover is full of bright, jolly beads to capture baby's attention, and there are lots of
friendly pets to talk about and fun noises to make together. Sure to keep little ones
entertained for hours!

$9.99

Rattle Buggy Buddies: Noisy Town
Ana Martin Larranaga
This noisy little book will delight all babies in their buggies. The gorgeous rattle tummy on
the cover is full of bright, jolly beads to capture baby's attention, and there are lots of
creatures and vehicles to talk about and fun noises to make together. Sure to keep little
ones entertained for hours!

Campbell Books • Baby Books

Campbell Books • Baby Books

9781 44726798 0

978 14472679 97

$9.99

Squirty Bath Books: Duck
Bath Books
A squirty book for fun at bath time! It's bath time for a naughty duck who loves to leave his
friends soaking wet! Best of all this book works as a hand puppet, with a water-squirter in
its mouth, so children can really get involved with the story.

Campbell Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781 44726816 1

$9.99

$9.99

Squirty Bath Books: Elephant
Bath Books
A squirty book for fun at bath time! It's bath time for the elephants and all their jungle
friends in this fantastic new bath book! Best of all, the book works as a hand puppet, with a
water-squirter in its mouth, so children can really get involved with the story. Bath time will
never be the same again!

Campbell Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

978 14472681 85

$9.99

